
   

   

  Blooming Mummy & Baby Boy Gift
Basket
 

£86.51 £77.86
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
A lovely gift basket filled with gifts for a new mummy and her baby
boy, accompanied by a pretty potted flowering rose plant that can
grow along with baby.

  Details
 
The concept for the Blooming Mummy and Baby gift package grew from a desire to send something better than a bouquet of flowers on the
birth of a new baby. For those who want to send flowers and more. A gift that's practical and thoughtful, not just a flower bouquet that would
wilt within a week. This duo purpose hamper has lovely gifts for both mum and baby. A gorgeous organic babygrow, and an adoreable my 1st
teddy comfort blankie that's guaranteed to become Baby's best friend. The new mum will discover a bottle of award winning organic soothing
new mother bath soak, and bag of well deserved scrumptious chocolates. We were the first company to introduce the "mummy and baby" gift
package concept in 2004, and it has gone from strength to strength. We still include the same high quality core items as we did then, as ever
new parent knows, quality doesn't diminish over time. We are proud to never sacrifice our core values of brand quality contents, despite the
world economy driving up prices on raw materials prodigiously. At Basketsgalore you will always be guaranteed our trademark seal of approval
- if we wouldn't use or cloth the items on our own babies they will not be included. We would simply prefer not to exist in business, than put
our name on a baby gift that isn't first class.

Additional Information
 
Contents

Pretty Potted Flowering Rose Plant in Gift Bag
Cozy Cuddles Teddy Bear Comfort Blankie
Organic 100% Cotton Baby Boy Bodysuit
Widdop Yummy Mummy Gift Boxed Mug
Love Boo "Mummy" Silky Smooth Natural Body Wash 250ml
Lily O'Briens Creamy Caramel & Chocolate Discs 120g
New Baby Boy Gift Card
Open Wicker Gift Basket lined in fabric
Gift wrapped and decorated in It's A Boy silk baby ribbon
Gift card for your personalised message
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